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Intrusion detection is used to classify normal and intrusive activities, in which machine learning can play an important role. Recently the machine learning-based intrusion detection approaches have been subjected to extensive researches because they can detect both misuse and anomaly [1] [2] [3] [4] .
One of the unsupervised ways to define anomalies is by saying that anomalies are not concentrated [5] . To make it precise, let Q be our unknown data-generating distribution on the input space X which has a density h with respect to a known reference distribution μ on X. Obviously, the density level sets {h > ρ}, ρ > 0, describe the concentration of Q. Therefore anomalies is defined in terms of the concentration one only has to fix a threshold level ρ> 0 so that a sample x ∈ X is considered to be anomalous whenever h(x)<ρ. The density level sets detection problem could be solved by SVM algorithm [5] .
In this paper we employ RBF classifier to estimate the density level sets problem. As we known, the selecting hidden layer neurons have great influence on the performance of an RBF neural network. The problem of neuron selection has been pursued in a variety of ways, based on different understandings or interpretations of the RBF neural network [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
In this paper we proposed a novel algorithm to design RBF classifier for intrusion, a multiple granularities artificial immune network is used to find the candidate hidden neurons and construct a RBF neural network; then some preserving criterion is employed to remove the redundant hidden neurons. The new method takes full advantage of the class label information and starting with a small neural network; hence it is likely to be more efficient and it is except to generalize well. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II introduce the anomaly detection could be converted to classification problem. In Section III multiple granularities immune network algorithm is developed to get candidate hidden neurons and describe a neuron selection criterion. Experiment studies are presented in Section IV, and concluding remarks are given in Section V.
Algorithm of Density Levels Detection based on Classification
Let Q be an unknown distribution on X which has an unknown density h with respect to a known reference distribution μ, i.e. dQ = hdμ. Given a ρ > 0 the set {h>ρ} is called the ρ-level set of the density h. Therefore to define anomalies in terms of the concentration one only has to fix a threshold level ρ > 0 so that a sample x ∈ X is considered to be anomalous whenever h(x) ≤ρ. Consequently, our aim is to find the set {h≤ρ} to detect anomalous observations, or equivalently, the ρ-level set {h>ρ} to describe normal observations. [5] [6] interpreted the density level detection problem is a binary classification problem. So the anomaly detection problem may be converted to a binary classification problem. In order to explain the how to convert anomaly detection problem to a binary classification problem, we write Y:={-1, 1} and define Definition 1 Let μ and Q be probability measures on X and s ∈ (0, 1). Then the probability measure slice" by (1−s)μ. Moreover, the measure P:=Q⊕ -s μ can obviously be associated with a binary classification problem in which positive samples are drawn from sQ and negative samples are drawn from (1−s)μ. Theorem 1 [5] Let μ and Q be probability measures on X such that Q has a density h with respect to μ, and let s ∈ (0,1). Then the marginal distribution of
Theorem 2 [5] Let μ and Q be probability measures on X such that Q has a density h with respect to μ, of with dQ := hdμ and s∈(0,1) determines a triple (μ, h, ρ) with ρ:=(1−s)/s and vice-versa. Suppose a function f is a perfect classification criteria f: X→R for which the set {f >0} is the samples drown from Q and the set { f <0} is the samples drawn from μ . Because the binary classification aims to discriminate {η>1/2} from {η<1/2}, the symmetric difference between { f >0} and {η >1/2} will be coincidence.
In view of the above theorem it is no surprise that the problem to find the density level set {h>ρ} can be convert to a classification problem. Hence the anomaly detection problem is a classification problem. Then we have an anomaly detection algorithm frame based on classification.
Input : data set X and μ which is uniformly distribution. Output : the candidate anomaly instances R Step1: partition random the data set X into three subsets (T, V, W). Step2: select a number s∈(0,1), and let ρ=(1-s)/s which is the density level to distinguish anomaly and normal instances.
Step3: generating three data set
from the known distribution μ, the size of these data set must satisfied
Step4: these data sets should be organized as three pairs of sets; the training sets (T, T'), the validation sets (V, V -1 ) and the testing sets (W, W -1 ). Step5: training the classification function f on the training sets (T, T -1 ). Step6: adjusting the parameters for f through the repeating validations on the validation sets (V,V -1 ) in order to get a better classification criteria .
Step7: testing the performance of the classification on the sets (W, W
). Step8:
selecting the best performance function f b , and apply it on the data set X, output the anomaly instances R :={ f b (x)<0}.
Algorithm1 the frame of anomaly detection algorithm
In the above algorithm frame, the data sets T,V and W are independent identically distributed drawn from X which is a unknown distribution Q , and T -1 ,V -1 and W -1 are independent identically distributed drawn from known distribution u, so the training sets (T, T -1 ), the validation set (V,V -1 ) , the
According to theorem 1, the density level ρ may be described by classification function f. As the result, the anomaly instances may be detected by function f.
Then the core problem is how to construction the classification function f which could distinguish W from W -1 well. Because of Radial basis function (RBF) neural networks have received considerable applications in nonlinear approximation and pattern classification. In the next section, we will present a novel RBF classifier based on multiple granularities immune network algorithm.
Construction the RBF classifier use MGIN
In order to get the neurons of the hidden layer of RBF network efficiently, it could utilize usually some clustering algorithm such as K-Means, SOM and AIN (artificial immune network). Here we employ a variation of AIN algorithm to construct the original hidden layer of RBF network. The original AIN method is an unsupervised algorithm [16] , so it is difficult to confirm the optimal number of the neuron based on the class label information. The most problem of original AIN algorithm for hidden layer is that it is a computation under the same granularity but the classification is under different granularities. In this section, we give a multiple granularities AIN algorithm for hidden neurons. Immune clone operation, immune mutation operation and immune suppression operation are defined in [17] . The multiple granularities immune network algorithm (MGIN) is described as following:
Input: data set X, and the descend factor a of granularity Output: the candidate hidden neurons, H
Step1: Let Step4: If X' ≠Φ , let r=r ×a and go to Setp2; Otherwise return H as hidden neurons and stop. Algorithm 2 selects the candidate hidden neurons for RBF The time complexity of algorithm1 is Ο (m*N) [17] , where N is the number of training samples, m is the maximum size of H. According to the property of H, a neighborhood classifier could be built based the hidden neurons H, where the distance function is Gaussian radial basis function.
In the context of pattern classification, data in the high dimensional hidden layer space are more likely to be linearly separable than in the input space. It is believed, however, that the high-dimensional hidden layer space might be mostly empty, and samples might still be linearly separable even in a space with dimensionality lower than m. Deleting unnecessary dimensions not only reduces the architecture of the RBF networks, and hence computations involved in testing, but also alleviates curse of dimensionality. A variety of approaches have been proposed for the determination of hidden layer space. The single output of RBF neural network with m neurons hidden layer can be described by Motivated by this linear structure of the RBF neural network in the hidden layer space, the idea of linear model selection was introduced to RBF neural network neuron selection, with the objective of selecting a subset of neurons that minimizes the following cost function (2):
where N is the number of training samples and i y is the target output of training sample i x . The importance of a neuron can be evaluated based on reduction or inflation of after adding or deleting the neuron.
In this paper we employ a neuron selection criterion for RBF network classifier [14, 15] . Suppose there is a RBF network with m neurons hidden layer and with C output neurons. If the neuron k is removed, the result of one output neuron t with the remaining m-1 neurons for the input i x , the error resulted from removing neuron k is given by
For all learned observations caused by removing the neuron k is
In this paper, the new algorithm constructed a RBF network with m neurons firstly, and then removed the neuron k as ( ) ( ) [1, , ] arg min( )
and the classification results satisfying the prerequirements. Above removing procedure is continued to reduce the hidden layer until the stopping criterion is satisfied. The stopping criterion is selected that the classification error rate (Er) and the number of hidden neurons (Hn) meet the conditions.
Experiments
In this section, we choose the 1999 KDD intrusion detection contest dataset to test the new Algorithm. The 1999 KDD intrusion detection contest used 1998 DARPA intrusion detection dataset to construct the connection records and extract the object features. 1998 DARPA intrusion detection dataset was acquired from nine weeks of raw TCP dump data for a local-area network (LAN) simulating a typical U.S. Air Force LAN and peppered with four main categories of attacks: DoS, Probe, U2R, R2L. A connection record is a sequence of TCP packets starting and ending at some well defined times, between which data flows to and from a source IP address to a target IP address under some well defined protocol. Each connection is labeled as either normal, or as an attack, with exactly one specific attack type. For each TCP/IP connection, 41 various quantitative and qualitative features were extracted.
Data Preparing and Normalization In the actual network environment, the proportion of abnormal connections is very small. So we constructed a group of connections data sets which contained totally 6000 connections including abnormal connections from 120 to 600. It means that the proportion of abnormal connections is from 2% to 10%. The normal instances and abnormal instances are selected at random from the normal data set and abnormal data set respectively.
There is a problem when processing instances whose different features are on different scales. This will cause bias toward some features over other ones. To solve this problem, in this paper these raw data sets are normalized as follows: We would like to choose μ to capture a notion of anomalous behavior for this application, we chose μ to be the uniform distribution over [0, 1] . In order to generating the data sets T -1 , V -1 and W -1 quickly, we firstly generated 200000 samples from μ. In order to estimate the density level sets of the connection data sets, the parameter of s was selected from 0.05 to 0.99 which means that about 100 to 200000 instances are selected from µ respectively for generating the data sets T -1 , V -1 and W -1 . So the density level parameter ρ is change from 0.02 to 100.
In the experiment, the stopping criterions for the selection hidden neurons for the RBF classifiers is set as the classification error rate Er>=0.005 or the number of hidden neurons Hn<50.
Experiment Results The corresponding performance curves versus the density level parameter ρ are showed in Fig.1 , Fig.2 and Fig.3 , while the proportion of normal connections are 90%, 95% and 98% respectively. It found that the detection rates are nearly 0.9 and the false alarm rates are below 0.06 when the density level ρ is between 0.5 and 4.
Form the experiment results, the selection ρ=0.75 gives the best balance between the detection and false alarm rates, the false alarm rate decreases to 0.02 and the detection rate is about 0.897.
Especially, it found also in the results that the detection rates are 0.906, the false alarm rates are 0.032 when the density level ρ is near 1 (the corresponding parameter s is near 0.5). It can be concluded that the distributions of the abnormal connections could be treated as uniform distribution over the [0, 1] in applications. Table 1 shows the comparison of the detection and false-alarm rates between our algorithm and those published ones of the existing algorithms, which are tested on the benchmark data set. Our results are competitive with others in that the false alarm rate is kept low without many missed detections. [3] 0.3% 79% One-class SVM [4] 6%-10% 91%-98% Our algorithm 2-3% 89.5%-90.6%
Discussion and Future Work
Through the experiment results, it found that the distributions of the abnormal connections are similar to a uniform distribution, and we could get relative better detection rates when the density level parameter ρ is set between 0.5 and 1. It also can be seen that the new algorithm faced problems of lower detection rate and higher false positive rate comparing with traditional supervised learning algorithm. Also, how to get the optimal value for the parameter ρ and the selection of the reference known distribution are difficult problems in actual applications. Those problems will be studied in the future.
